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About This Software
RealityCapture (a.k.a. RC) is the world's fastest and the most accurate software for creating 3D content from photos
and/or laser scans for virtual reality, games, for creating 3D maps or for surveyors. Take your digital camera or phone, it does
not have to be expensive professional camera, take some pictures and create 3D content in just few minutes. RC is easy to use
with intuitive UI and online tutorials.
Everybody can scan, it is great fun! Export your scene to Destinations from Valve and share your 3D content with your friends
in virtual reality.
What Is Inside?

Automatic 3D model creation from your photographs (or laser scans)
Automatic alignment/registration/calibration of images and laser scans
Advanced coloring and texturing algorithms
3D model export into standard formats (fbx, obj, ply, xyz)
A set of tools for analyzing alignment quality and accuracy, mesh reconstruction, 3D model post-processing (filtration,
simplification, smoothing), etc.
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No limits on model size! Models of unlimited size and detail. Even billions of triangles on a computer with 16GB
memory
And much more…
The major competitive excellence: if you double inputs, the processing time will be doubled as well, but any other software will
usually increase it fourfold.
Version properties

Free updates/upgrades
Floating online license
Max 2500 images/scans per project
Demo version limitations

Export restrictions
Scenes created in RealityCapture demo cannot be loaded in paid instances of RealityCapture
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Title: RealityCapture
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration
Developer:
Capturing Reality
Publisher:
Capturing Reality
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2016
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This game is delightfully simple and funn. Love this game, it's atmosphere, music and gameplay. It's not for the action-hungry
crowd, but if you're willing to give it the time it requires to dive into the world, it's absolutely fabulous. :). Great addition! Wish
we had converter from IMPERATOR TO CK2 and EUIV to VIC II and fro VICII to HOI IV .. The fun lasted for days... and
some missions are not able to push through because of space...
It was decent amount of hours into the game. game play was okay, it's repetitive though. be warned.
best if you play this on and off.. Basically a fun game and a nice idea, but with problems, which are needed to be fixed.
Pro:
+ funny idea
+ many objects to model the house
+ the futher u go the more diffrent kind of characters will visite ur house

Con:
- often stops working (about every 30min.)
- when in building mode u cant move the screen around, so u need to leave, reposition it and then reenter the mode
- cant use old scares after gaining a new one
- cant mute game in main menu
- cant move items once placed or rotate them
Except for the crashing, its not to bad, but there are still many things disturbing the gameplay. Maybe the bugs and little
problems are going to be patched sometime in the future. But at the moment its not the money worth.. The story seems
interesting, the graphics\/style is fantastic, the music\/sound pretty good.
But, damn, the controls are horrible. The game is full of bugs, in the few minutes I've played I had too restart the screen several
times, because the character just kept running and didn't react in any way anymore. As far as I have played, there are no real
puzzles\/you can't really decide how to interact etc., the game tells you where to go and that's that. Perhaps this will change later
on, but I don't want to play until these horrbile bugs are fixed. It's no fun, when the character keeps turning in the wrong
direction, jumps, when it should run and vice versa and the situations when it just doesn't stop running!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. it's
dead rising 2 but with frank west
oh and also frank is a level beyond thicc incapable of being described with the limited peasantry known as "words" so that's
cool. An interesting blend between wild west & high fantasy with an anime art style.
Pros:
* Memorable music++
* Great art+++
* Good characterisation++
* Likeable characters+++
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* Anime tropes that can bring you a smile++
* Decent story with some great moments (intense, powerful or touching)+
* Experiments with different types of narrative+
Cons:
* Having more art wouldn't hurt (real shame since I really like the style), character portraits\/talking heads are at a bare
minimum & certain "developer favourite* images are reused a bit too often-* Sound effects are at a bare minimum & sometimes awful--* Each time it takes a 2nd launch of the game before I can get into fullscreen* Sometimes narrative progresses at a snail's pace (but it can be either a pro or a con depending on preference, and it does make
me appreciate those dramatic moments even more)* Hate to say this but occasionally the story threatens to fall apart or gets too convenient or predictable-Over all I'd say it's a 7\/10 & looking forward to a sequel. (more art this time around pls!)
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I don't usually write reviews, but this time I felt that I want to write something. I have searched a lot in order to find intriguing
and different games. This game is amazing! It is completely an "out of the box" game absolutely suitable for all ages and not
only for children.
I really love the concept. The graphics are gorgeous! The world of "minims" is unique, big enough and have potential for many
more stories. I loved the characters, they are cute and I liked very much the 3rd chapter. It's my favorite!
The music contributes very well, I liked it! Nice melodies and soundtracks and I noticed a kind of a very discreet humour at
some points!
The main aspect is that the whole game is a beautiful experience!. Great WW2 Game with the same feel as day of infamy,
performance is great for such an early access title.
Controls and mechanics are smooth and quick to pick up. The content in the game so far is high quality. and hopefully some
more weapons and classes in the future will expand its already solid gameplay.
there is a few little quirks and bugs. like being unable to stop capturing a radio point to defend yourself. sometimes on map start
theres abit of lag and pop ins for the first 30 seconds and markers taking a delay to show up.
This game really needs to get noticed. the devs have delivered a game not far from AAA quality. and the games is only just in
early stages. I'm excited to see how this game progresses
to the negative reviews moaning there is no player base.. the game has just got out to the public. have some patience. players will
pick up once the devs get some marketing out there when the times right.. I have played this game thru 3 times, each time has
been different and I have found things that I missed during my other games. I really liked the storyline and the game play. But i
dont like that the babies dont grow up. It does need a few more quests, like side quests after the main story is over, There are
objects in the game that I have found no purpose for, but im assuming that those quests are coming, like Django recipe book or
the air compressor. You guys are doing a great job on this game and I hope that it keeps improving. how about letting us venture
out into other areas of the world. Just ideas but I love this game, Ill probably play it thru again. I like this route and have had
none of the problems outlined by others, however I still have issues with it.
Any scenario that requires a stop at Caledonian Road and Barnsbury fails and here's why.
When you make the stop and open the doors there is no red timer bar showing in the HUD, as this is a scoring stop, no points
are given for making it. Thus at the end you get a scenario failed notice telling you that you failed to stop. So I tried the scenario
again, and got the same result.
So I tried another scenario, it also required a stop at the same station, again no red timer bar and thus no points etc.
Then there is the class 59 and its scenarios, and they are rubbish with absolutely no redeeming qualities. So I looked in the
workshop for further scenarios, and there are seemingly none; however since the search function in workshop is less use than a
chocolate teapot, there might be dozens, but I couldn't find them.
Then there's the issue of the AI or lack of it, even in the scenarios set at rush hour, the AI trains are few and far between.
So, a seemingly neat route with lots of possibilities that are poorly exploited and what is there suffers from the ever occurring
DTGitis, which is of course a full time aversion to doing something properly. No matter what route, there is always something
amiss.
Oh, and I did the local file check, uninstalled the route and the re-installed it, again a file check and it's still the bloody same.
There is no excuse other than appalling QC and a don't give a toss attitude.
For the record, I run the game with all settings set to maximum and have excellent frame rate; so these issues are not hardware
related.
As a route 8\/10
Play value 3\/10
Value for money 1\/10
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As with most folks, I want my purchases to make me happy, I do not want them to be an object lesson in frustration and
disappointment as so many of the DTG routes seem to be.
. How in all the hells does this thing have a 96% approval rating? This is a game that should be ad-paid on mobile, but it's $15
on Steam instead. I'm not even exaggerating. The puzzles and mechanics are ridiculously simple. I'm not talking casual-level
simple, I'm talking 'may entertain a small child' simple.
This is NOT a cross between Tetris and Lemmings. You don't have block falling from the sky that you have to accomodate, you
just pick them up and place them where you want them at any time you wish. You also don't have a team of skilled laborers.
You just have 3 idiot mice that walk forward and can climb 1 block and fall up to 3. The ONLY thing this game draws from
Tetris is the shape of the tetrominoes, and the ONLY thing it draws from Lemmings is rodents that continually walk forward.
Both Tetris and Lemmings are better games than this, and you can play both of them for free.
This is a rip-off.. MOAR. SLOTS.. Hardest game ever, but somehow i managed to complete 5 levels.
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